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Work Experience
Arm ltd. Cambridge, United Kingdom
Research Engineering, Senior (2020 — 2022), and Staff (2022 — ) Jan. 2020 —
I work in the system group, Arm Research and specialise in security and verification. This is a role mixing of engineer and
research focusing on developing proof-of-concepts related to new technologies. My main topics are confidential computing
and formal verification. During my daily work, I also have the chances to learn much on hardware design and gain many
knowledges on Arm CPU.
○ Veracruz, an open-source project, written in Rust, under Confidential Compute Consortium, provides a solution to privacy-

preserving computation, a scenario where mutually distrusted parties, who own data and algorithms, can collaborate, in
the most general cases, on a third-party cloud without releaving their data and algorithms to anyone. The repository can
be found in https://github.com/veracruz-project/veracruz. We build a software stack that provides abstraction on
various types of existing trusted execution environments (TEE), e.g. Arm CCA®, Intel SGX®, AWS Nitro® and seL4®
software-based TEE, and focuses on portability and security.
- I am one the main contributors since the beginning of the project, and heavily influence the shape of the projects.
- I deliveredmajor work on the Veracruz trusted runtime inside TEE. The trsuted runtime utilisesWebAssembly (WASM)
and WebAssembly System Interface (WASI). It started from a simple WASM execution module to now a key Veracruz
component containing a virtual in-memory filesystem interfaced by WASI with multiple WASM engines on top.

- I contributed to porting Veracruz on Arm CCA® Fast Model.
- I contributed to comparing Veracruz performance against other techniques such as fully homomorphic encryptiona
(FHE) and others frameworks for confidential computing.

- I am the initiator of Veracruz CI system, which hosted originally in Gitlab, then AWS CodeBuild and now Github Action.
○ Verification on specification and C source code. The overall project includes several verification activities on the Arm

CCA® software stack, particularly, on the realm management monitor (RMM). Our works includes aHOL4 (a theorem
prover) formalmodel of the specification and aCBMC (amodel checker) verification suite generated from the specification.
- I am the main contributor for the CBMC verification suite. I used it directly to verify the reference implementation of
RMM. Yet the entire flow is not tied to a specific implementation. The main challenges are (1) how to automatically
generate CBMC code from a machine readable speficiation, and (2) how to balance generality of the initial states or the
searching space for the model checker and the performance of the verification process.

- I explored other model checkers including TLA+ andmCRL2 to verify properties directly on the specification.
The overall project has catched many bugs in the speficiations and reference implementation.

○ Manage several interns and intern hiring.
○ Manage few colleberations between Arm Research and the academic. Also directly contribute to those projects.

Education
Imperial College London London, United Kingdom
PhD. in Computing, funded by Department of Computing 10/2015 — 02/2020
I was supervised by Prof. Philippa Gardner. I worked on verification of concurrent programs, particularly reasoning about
concurrent programs using separation logicwith the goal of modular reasoning and functional correctness, and consistency
models of databases and distributed systems, particularly formalising the behaviours (operational semantics) of different
consistency models so to verify implementation and client’s programs. My thesis, develops an operational semantics that
can be parametrised by consistency models that are implemented in real world distributed systems.
Imperial College London London, United Kingdom
MSc. in Advanced Computing , Distinction, 76.5/100 10/2014 — 09/2015
I mainly chose courses related to verification and computer theory, including program analysis, system verification (topic: model
checking), advanced issues in object oriented programming (topic: semantics), separation logic, modal logic, complexity.
Southwest Jiaotong University Chengdu, China
BEng. in Software Engineering , Rank 1st/74 in class, 91.08/100 09/2010 — 06/2014
The degree mainly focuses on software engineering, including C/C++, Java, assembly, algorithm, data structure, database, OS
and compiler.

Skills & Language

Programming languages and tools :
○ Rust. Working language in Veracruz project. Used

several advanced features of Rust, e.g. generic types,

polymorphism, mixing of Rust and C, etc.
○ WebAssembly. Used in the Veracruz project. Studied

the semantics, execution strategy, etc.
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○ C. studied weak memory and the subtle semantics
during PhD. Used CBMC to verify C code for low
level software.

○ C++. Familiar with many modules from C++STL, us-
ing them in competitive coding competitions.

○ Java. Working language as an intern in a Bank. Famil-
iar with the Java byte codes.

○ OCaml. Wrote a byte code rewriter in Ocaml in the
Veracruz Project.

○ Python. Used in several projects as glue code.
○ Bash. Used in several projects as glue code.
○ Theorem Prover. Learned Coq and understand HOL4

and Isabelle.
○ Docker. Used heavily in Veracruz for setting up CI

and development environment.
○ CI. Had experience in GitLab-CI, AWS CodeBuild,

GitHub Action.
○ LATEX. Used for writting papers.

Comfidential computing : The main research topic I in-
volved, in Arm Reserach. We studied how to (1) ensure
the security of TEE by construction and (2) use TEE and
deploy applications.
Formal method, semantics, verification : The main re-
search topic I involved, in Arm Reserach. I obtained an
PhD on formal semantics. I kept tracking the academic
works in this area and uses model checkers and theorem
provers in few projects.
Teaching and management experience : I was tutors
and coursework makers forModel of Computation, Sepa-
ration Logic, Programming in C++, Database and Advanced
Database in Imperial College London. I have experience
on managing project, managing intern and hiring.
Mandarin : Native speaker. Read and write in Simpli-
fied Chinese (China Mainland, Singapore) and can read
Traditional Chinese (Hong Kong).
English : Working language.
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